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"Ru" in Taiwanese Popular Religion
Looking for things labelled "Ru" in Taiwanese popular religion, the first example one encounters is not one of doctrine, but of style -liturgical style, to be exact. Laurence G. Thompson, in an article published in 1981 on the Chaotian Gong 朝天宮, the temple devoted to Mazu 媽祖 in Beigang 北港, distinguished "popular" and "classical" as two modes of ritual performance. 1 Predominant at the Chaotian Gong are the typical popular observances associated with pilgrimages to a major Mazu temple, but twice a year a quite different set of observances is enacted. The "spring and autumn sacrifices" are performed as a closed ceremony by a group of men clad in "long gowns of plain hemp cloth, with black, thin cotton 'riding jackets'." While each step of the complicated ritual is announced by a "herald," the officiants offer a sheep and a pig as well as incense, read out a "prayer" in praise of Mazu, perform a "threefold offering" and a "threefold libation," and conclude by burning the prayer text. The stages of the ritual are punctuated by series of kowtows (the sangui jiukou 三跪九叩) and accompanied by the sounds of a drum, a bell, and a flute. Thompson does not tell us how the group of officiants was selected: in the prayer text they identify themselves in a stereotyped formula as "chief sacrificer N and associate sacrificers A, B, and C, together with the gentry and merchants and principal directors [of the temple]"-in other words, the local elite. Thompson does not use the term "Confucian" for this classical mode, but instead calls it "official-style" and sees it as stemming "from scriptural texts in the Confucian canon, and later prescriptions in the handbooks of the imperial government." 2
